High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is the latest video coding standard, in which the compression performance is double that of its predecessor, the H.264/AVC standard, while the video quality remains unchanged. In HEVC, the test zone (TZ) search algorithm is widely used for integer motion estimation because it effectively searches the good-quality motion vector with a relatively small amount of computation. However, the complex computation structure of the TZ search algorithm makes it difficult to implement it in the hardware. This paper proposes a new integer motion estimation algorithm which is designed for hardware execution by modifying the conventional TZ search to allow parallel motion estimations of all prediction unit (PU) partitions. The algorithm consists of the three phases of zonal, raster, and refinement searches. At the beginning of each phase, the algorithm obtains the search points required by the original TZ search for all PU partitions in a coding unit (CU). Then, all redundant search points are removed prior to the estimation of the motion costs, and the best search points are then selected for all PUs. Compared to the conventional TZ search algorithm, experimental results show that the proposed algorithm significantly decreases the Bjøntegaard Delta bitrate (BD-BR) by 0.84%, and it also reduces the computational complexity by 54.54%.
Introduction
The High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] standard, the latest video coding standard, is designed to replace the previous H.264/AVC standard owing to the fact that HEVC not only preserves the video compression quality of H.264/AVC but also reduces the bitrate by as much as 50%. However, this achievement results in a substantial increase of the encoding complexity or the encoding time. In HEVC, the most complicated block is the motion estimation (ME), accounting for more than 50% of the encoding complexity. Therefore, any complexity reduction in the ME can make a significant impact on the complexity of the entire HEVC standard.
In the integer ME (IME) part of all video encoders, the use of a full search algorithm usually guarantees the best motion vectors (MVs) while also significantly increasing the encoding complexity. Hence, fast IME algorithms have been developed with the aim of greatly decreasing the required computation while also attempting to preserve the video quality. Numerous techniques [6] [7] [8] have specifically been introduced to work with block-based IME, and these are applied in different video coding standards ranging from MPEG1/H.261 to MPEG10/ H.264/AVC, also known as the cross search algorithm (CSA), the three-step search (3SS), and the four-step search (4SS) algorithms. In HEVC, the TZ search algorithm is adopted in the HEVC test module (HM) software. The test zone (TZ) search algorithm is very efficient when used to obtain accurate MV results through its adaptive use of diamond and raster search algorithms. Similar to many other search algorithms, the TZ search algorithm undertakes ME for prediction units (PUs) sequentially, with each PU tracking its own search points. This is designed assuming a sequential execution in software implementation and, thus, is not proper when applied for hardware implementation owing to the fact that parallelism is not explicitly exploited.
The proposed hardware-oriented concurrent TZ Search aims to extend the search positions of each PU partition in the same coding unit (CU), whereas the total search position sets tested in this CU remain the same. In the proposed algorithm, the search paths of the independent PU partitions are summed. To achieve this goal, the original TZ Search is modified in a manner such that it can be applied in parallel for all PU partitions, representing a completely different approach compared to the original TZ Search as well as all other fast TZ search-based IME algorithms. When using the conventional TZ search algorithm, temporal redundancy of the search positions between all PUs arises because searching is performed for each PU sequentially. In contrast, as all PUs are examined at the same time in the proposed algorithm, the temporal redundancy is converted to spatial redundancy, which is easily removed by simple comparisons. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to address this problem. In addition, a search position reduction scheme is introduced for a further reduction of the complexity of the sum of the absolute difference (SAD) cost calculation.
When all of the proposed schemes are applied, the complexity is reduced by as much as 54.54% along with a 0.84% improvement in the compression efficiency (i.e., bitrate reduction).
The conventional TZ search algorithm
The conventional TZ search algorithm consists of two main search categories: zonal search patterns (diamond and square patterns) and the raster search pattern. Figure 1a shows a flowchart of the conventional TZ search algorithm with the default configuration used in the HEVC test model (HM) software (v13.0). First, a MV predictor is used to predict the initial search center of any PU. This MV is selected from the AMVP candidate list which is composed of both spatial and temporal candidates. Among the spatial candidates derived from the left and top PUs, the temporary best predictor with the lowest motion vector (MV) cost is employed as the start point for the current PU. When the number of derived spatial candidates is less than two, a temporal candidate from the collocated frame is added to the AMVP candidate list to find the best predictor. Subsequently, a zonal search is applied using the eight-point diamond search pattern with the stride length ranging from 1 to 64, where the center point of the diamond pattern is indicated by the position of the determined best predictor. Figure 1b presents an illustration of the diamond search with the stride ranging from 1 to 3. The variable "uiBestDistance" stores the distance between the best match point (the current position that gives the lowest MV cost of the current PU) and the current search center. After the first grid search, if uiBestDistance is equal to 0, there is no need to undertake additional search steps. If uiBestDistance is equal to 1, the best match can be obtained with the two-point search. Figure 1c shows all possible cases of a two-point search applied for a PU. After the first diamond search, if the best match of a PU is one of the four gray search points with a stride length of 2, two additional search points are generated around the current best match as depicted by the arrows. Otherwise, when uiBestDistance exceeds a predetermined threshold iRaster, it is necessary to perform a raster search, as the best match after the first search is located quite far from the current search center. During the raster search, a downsampled version of the full search is applied within the predetermined search range of the current PU. Note that whenever a PU enters a raster search, the uiBestDistance value is iRaster afterward because down-sampling of the full search with the number of steps equal to iRaster is applied. Figure 1c presents an example of a raster search when iRaster is equal to 3. In addition, as shown in Fig. 1a , the raster search can be skipped if uiBestDistance is smaller than or equal to iRaster. Finally, a refinement step is performed when uiBestDistance is greater than 0. In the last search phase, an iteration of a refinement search is a combination of the diamond and the two-point search. This process is repeated until the best match position of a PU remains at the position of the current search center. In other words, whenever uiBestDistance is equal to 0, the refinement process is successfully completed.
Although the conventional TZ search algorithm can result in an improvement of more than 60% of the encoding time versus the full search algorithm, many optimization issues still exist. Attempting to solve these problems can decrease the encoding time significantly. Another problem associated with the traditional TZ search algorithm is that all search patterns used in the IME are fixed and limited in terms of the search range; therefore, the best match position can be trapped into a local minimum, which downgrades the video compression efficiency. A great amount of effort has been made to improve the original TZ search algorithm; the previous works mainly use two approaches. First, numerous modified search patterns are applied, such as pentagonal and hexagonal search patterns, as introduced in several earlier works [9] [10] [11] . The second approach determines the early termination conditions to reduce the computing time [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In one of these studies [9] , due to the smaller number of search points, a hexagonal search pattern is used instead of the basic diamond pattern. Purnachand et al. noted that there is no need to continue to extend the search pattern in the first zonal search when the best distance is greater than the predetermined threshold iRaster. In a continuation of their work [10] , rotating hexagonal patterns are shown to increase the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) slightly. In addition, another skipping method is presented based on the average motion cost among all previously examined search positions. Also motivated by the aforementioned study [10] , in another work [12] , the hexagonal and conventional diamond patterns are adaptively switched based on the MV differences (MVD) in the predicted neighboring blocks. Furthermore, a group of three search patterns [13] is selectively used for different directional movements, such as the horizontal or vertical directions, depending on the position of the best match point. Slightly different approaches have also been presented [14, 15] . A learning process was assessed in [14] , where the search range of the current PU is determined by a learning algorithm following different search patterns for each particular established search range. In a related study [15] , instead of finding the best match by considering all search positions within a search range, the best match point is found by solving a predictive model yielded by five fixed positions in the current search area. This prediction model is formulated from a statistical analysis derived from the MV cost distribution. It should also be noted that all previous works retain the sequential prediction order of all PU partitions in a CU. The experimental results of all related TZ search algorithms show that they all involve a trade-off between the complexity and the compression quality and that none of them can reduce the computation time or the complexity with a significant decrease in the bitrate.
3 The proposed hardware-oriented concurrent TZ search algorithm
The proposed algorithm
The processing order of all PU partitions inside a CU is depicted in Fig. 2 for both the original algorithm and the proposed algorithm. The symmetric PUs, specifically the 2N × 2N, N × 2N, and 2N × N PUs [2, 3] , are processed for all CU sizes {8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64} and corresponding depths {3, 2, 1, 0}. Once the CU depth is less than 3 or the size of that CU exceeds 8 × 8, asymmetric PU partitions are enabled for the IME. These are 2N × nU, 2N × nD, nL× 2N, and nR × 2N PUs [2, 3] . The original TZ Search is applied sequentially for each PU partition in the order as illustrated in Fig. 2a . In contrast, the proposed algorithm processes PUs consequently as described in Fig. 2b . In order to allocate the best match block for each PU partition, the proposed algorithm also uses the Lagrangian cost function (J MV ) employed in HEVC to find the IMV yielding the smallest MV cost for that PU, this cost function is re-explained hereby as shown in [10] :
where SAD measures the distortion of the current PU and the reference PU, λ M is the Lagrangian multiplier, IMV and PMV are the current integer motion vector and the predicted integer motion vector of the current PU, respectively. The parameter R(IMV−PMV) represents the rate needed to encode the motion vector difference between IMV and PMV. Figure 3 depicts the flowchart of the proposed TZ search algorithm. As in the original TZ Search, the proposed algorithm consists of three main phases: the zonal, raster, and refinement searches. First, motion vector prediction is performed to determine the search centers of all PU partitions. This step is followed by a search position extraction based on the diamond search pattern for each individual PU before applying a process to remove all duplicated search positions. This determination of search points is made for all PUs prior to the execution of ME. Another modification of the proposed algorithm is that early termination in the diamond search is not allowed in either the zonal search or during the refinement process such that all possible search points are examined. After the first diamond search, the best positions are updated for all PUs, and the distances of those current best matches to their initial search centers are also obtained. The next step tests the necessity of two-point search based on the observation that a twopoint search should be performed if this distance for any PU is equal to one. If any PU requires two-point search, when the value of uiBestDistance is equal to 1 after the first diamond search, all search points for all required PUs are determined. For those search points, the motion cost is estimated, and the best matches are again obtained for all PUs. This is the end of the zonal search based on which the necessity of raster search is tested in the next step. Some PUs must undertake a raster search if the distance between its current best match and its search center is larger than the predetermined parameter iRaster. Like the zonal search, non-redundant search points which are generated in a raster manner are obtained for all PUs that require this step prior to the execution of the MV cost calculation for any PU. After the raster search, the third search step of the concurrent TZ Search is the refinement process modified from the original TZ search algorithm. Similar to the original case, a diamond search and a two-point search are repeated until the termination condition is satisfied. In the proposed algorithm, the termination condition is modified in such a way that it is satisfied if and only if the best distances of all PU partitions are equal to 0 simultaneously, indicating that the refinement process is completely finished when all PUs have their search centers as the best matches. Note that this condition is much Fig. 2 The pseudocode of the fast integer motion estimation process. a Original TZ search algorithm. b Hardware-oriented concurrent TZ search algorithm tighter than that used in the original TZ search algorithm, which determines the termination for each PU partition independently. Furthermore, an important aspect of the stop criterion in the proposed algorithm is that a PU partition which already satisfies its termination condition in the previous iterations can update the new best position during the search operation of other PUs.
An example of the proposed algorithm
For a closer look at the proposed algorithm, an example of a concurrent TZ Search is given. In this example, only three PU partitions are considered: the 2N × 2N, N × 2N part-0, and N × 2N part-1 PUs. In addition, the stride of the diamond search is limited to 3, and iRaster is only equal to 3. As shown in Fig. 4 , all PU search centers are initially obtained after the motion vector prediction step.
These search center positions of the 2N × 2N, N × 2N part-0, and N × 2N part-1 PUs are represented by three gray marks in the shape of a circle, a rectangle, and a triangle, respectively. Subsequently, all search positions with the diamond pattern are generated for all PUs; the black marks in the shapes of a circle, a rectangle, and a triangle represent the search positions required for the corresponding PUs. For instance, all black circles belong to the search path of the 2N × 2N PU, the black rectangles are those for the N × 2N part-0 PU, while in the case of the N × 2N part-1 PU, its search positions are illustrated by the black triangles. When all search points are completely created for all available PUs, redundant search positions can exist owing to the fact that the search centers of all PUs are often located closely to each other. A black circle covering a generated point shows a redundant search position, as indicated in Fig. 4 . In this example, there are two such redundant positions which belong to both the 2N × 2N and N × 2 N part-0 PUs. Those points are examined only once given that before engaging in the MV cost calculation process, a set of examination positions derived for all PUs is created which comprises only non-redundant cases. Throughout this example, P1, P2, and P3 are the current best matches of the 2N × 2N, N × 2N part-0, and N × 2N part-1 PUs, respectively. Furthermore, at each position in the aforementioned set, the SAD portion of the MV cost is only calculated for the largest 2N × 2N PU, after which this SAD value is divided into smaller parts prior to being assigned to other PU partitions, whereas the bitrate portion is calculated for each PU individually based on its current IMV and its predicted IMV. The final results of the MV cost calculation are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 4 , where only the three best search positions in the non-redundant set are depicted. For the purpose of illustration, it is assumed that the given smallest MV costs for all PU best matches after the first diamond search are 90, 40, and 30 for the 2N × 2N, N × 2N part-0, and N × 2N part-1 PUs, respectively. At each of the three demonstration search points, the rectangles colored in black and the numbers located below them illustrate the PU types and the calculated MV costs, respectively, for the corresponding PUs. At point P1, from left to right, the 2N × 2N PU has a MV cost of 90, and the MV costs for N × 2N part-0 and N × 2N part-1 are 60 and 140, respectively. Identical processes are used for the two remaining MV cost calculation examples at points P2 and P3. It should be noticed that the MV cost written in bold shows the most recent smallest value for a particular PU. Obviously, such a value is obtained when this PU partition reaches its current best match. As noted above, in the original TZ Search, the best match of a PU is only found in its search path; however, in the modified TZ search algorithm, the best match of a PU can also be found in the search paths of other PUs. This situation is also examined in the current example, where the best match of the 2N × 2N PU (P1) is located in the search path of the N × 2N part-1 PU (all search points are denoted by black rectangles), whereas for other PUs, the best match positions are obtained along their own search paths. Moreover, in the proposed algorithm, the following definition of the distance from search point P to its search center C is given: D(P, C) = max {D hor_dir (P, C), D ver_dir (P, C)}, where D hor_dir (P, C) is the distance from P to C in the horizontal direction and D ver_dir (P, C) is that value in the vertical direction. According to this assumption, the distance between the 2N × 2N PU search center and its best match P1 is max {6, 2} = 6. As the distance of a search point always refers to its search center, a shorter form of D(Pi) with i = {1, 2, 3} is used to represent the distance from the best matches to the search centers of the 2N × 2N, N × 2N part-0, and N × 2N part-1 PUs, respectively. Following this assumption, D(P1) = 6, D(P2) = max {1, 1} = 1, and D(P3) = max {4, 0} = 4. Due to the fact that the distances between the current search center and the best match of the 2N × 2N and N × 2N part-1 PUs are 6 and 4, which are all greater than iRaster = 3, 2N × 2N, and N × 2N part-1 PUs need to enter the raster search phase, whereas when the distance of the N × 2N part-0 PU is 1, then a two-point search is applied to this PU prior to entering the raster search phase. In the two-point search of the N × 2N part-0 PU, only two additional search positions are created around the 5 , the MV cost calculation process is performed in the same manner as in the first zonal search. It is emphasized that the opportunity to update to a better position for the best match of any PU can arise at any search point without any limitations on the initial search area to which the search point belongs. It was found that although only two additional positions are examined in the current search phase, there is still the possibility that the best matches of all three examined PU partitions can be updated when the current search phase is completed.
If such a situation is taken into consideration, then P1, P2, and P3 are updated at the positions of either of the two newly created points. However, in this example, another direction is chosen to clarify the algorithm such that at the end of the two-point search, only the N × 2N part-0 PU obtains a better best match position (P2), where its current smallest MV cost is 30, smaller than its previous best match (40) and the other MV costs derived for it. On the other hand, other PUs retain their previous best match positions (P1 and P3) with MV costs of 90 and 30, respectively, because there are no smaller MV costs obtained for these PUs in this step. Figure 6 illustrates the raster search applied for the 2N × 2N and N × 2N part-1 PUs. All search positions of each individual PU partition are created in a subsampled manner of the full search with iRaster equal to 3, and these points are only generated within their initial search regions bounded by the large squares, as depicted in Fig. 6 . The search points for the 2N × 2N and N × 2N part-1 PUs are denoted by the small black circles and black triangles, respectively, whereas their search centers are depicted in the same shapes but are colored in gray.
At the end of the raster search, there is no position containing a lower MV cost for the N × 2N part-1 PU than 30, as obtained after the first zonal search. Hence, P2 retains its position before and after the current raster search, and its current lowest MV cost is still 30. In contrast, P1 and P3 are obtained at the two new positions described in Fig. 6 . The MV costs derived from these positions are 60 and 20 for the 2N × 2N and N × 2N part-1 PUs, respectively. Specifically, if the properties of the original TZ Search are considered in this specific example, the 2N × 2N PU and N × 2N part-1 PU best matches can only be found in their initial search point sets. However, the key concept of the proposed algorithm is that it extends the set of search positions for every single PU, which is an important aspect to enhance the video compression quality. In this example, the best match of the 2N × 2N PU (P1) is found in the search point sets of the N × 2N part-1 PU while that of the N × 2N part-1 PU is obtained from its own search points, denoted as P3. Taking the current distances of all PUs into account, the best match of the N × 2N part-0 PU experiences no changes during the raster search, and its best match is already formed after the previous twopoint search. Thus, D(P2) is equal to 0. In addition, because the 2N × 2N and N × 2N part-1 PUs must enter the raster search phase, D(P1) = D(P3) = iRaster. In consequence, only the 2N × 2N and N × 2N part-1 PUs go through the refinement step with new search centers obtained at P1 and P3, respectively. Figure 7 gives a demonstration of the first iteration of the refinement step. The procedure is similar to that explained in relation to the zonal search phase. First, all search positions are generated for the 2 N × 2 N and N × 2 N part-1 PUs based on the diamond pattern, and once all points are completely created, redundant points 
PUs are located close to each other. This causes many of the positions to be redundant, as shown in Fig. 8 . In this case, six positions are assumed to be unnecessary, and the MV costs for such positions are calculated only once. When all non-redundant positions are examined, the 2N × 2N and N × 2N part-1 PUs are both refined because their current search centers contain smaller MV costs as compared to those of all newly generated cases. Previously, the N × 2N part-0 PU reached its best match with the MV cost equal to 30; this position is depicted by the small gray square in Fig. 8 . However, in the current iteration, a better search position of the N × 2N part-0 PU is found in the search path of the N × 2N part-1 PU with the MV cost equal to 20. Note that in the proposed stop criterion of the concurrent TZ search algorithm, even when a PU was refined in the previous refinement iterations or when this PU already contains its best match position, whenever a better search position is determined, this PU partition must be refined again. Due to the fact that this condition is acquired for all PU partitions at the same time, the refinement process ends if and only if all PUs search centers are all the best match positions of the corresponding PUs. In the current example, the N × 2N part-0 PU has to be refined in the next iteration with the new search center, denoted by P2; this procedure repeats until the aforementioned stop condition is satisfied. Note that it is also possible for the update of P1 and P3 to occur when the N × 2N part-0 PU continues its refinement process only according to the aforementioned termination conditions applied in the refinement phase.
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the very first step of the proposed algorithm is to determine all predictors that estimate the search centers of all PU partitions before the diamond search is applied. These predictors are the result of competition which involves all AMVP candidates for every PU partition. In Fig. 9 , the current CU is located at the center of the nine surrounding neighbor CUs. The large shaded rectangles in dark gray show all part-0 PUs, whereas the large shaded rectangles in light gray depict all part-1 PUs. For all part-1 PUs, their AMVP candidate positions are illustrated by the small shaded squares pictured in gray. It can clearly be seen that in the case of the part-1 PU, some of its AMVP candidates are located in the part-0 PU. In the traditional IME scheme, with regard to the AMVP candidates, part-1 PUs must wait until the motion estimation process, including the IME and FME, of the part-0 PUs is complete before starting their process. This assumption increases the dependence between part-1 PUs and part-0 PUs such that all PUs in a CU cannot perform their IME processes in parallel. Many works have addressed this issue [16] [17] [18] . Generally, the main approach in these works is to modify the AMVP relationship between the two sub-PU partitions inside a CU to remove the existing dependence. To overcome this issue, unavailable AMVPs can be simply assigned to zero vectors initially. Additionally, instead of naively setting the unavailable AMVP values to zeros, these AMVP candidates of the part-1 PUs can be replaced by those that belong to the part-0 PUs, as indicated by the arrow directions in Fig. 9 , which is also the same method proposed in earlier work [17] . The experimental results show that when the unavailable AMVP candidates of the part-1 PUs are simply replaced by zero vectors, the compression efficiency becomes considerably worse than that in the second method. Therefore, an AMVP replacement scheme realized by copying the AMVP values of the part-0 PUs to replace the unavailable values in the part-1 PUs is incorporated into the proposed algorithm.
Complexity reduction schemes for the proposed algorithm

Search point reduction scheme for the diamond search
The diamond search is used in the first search and in every loop iteration of the refinement search. When some PU partitions generate their search points according to the diamond search pattern, not only can the redundant search points be removed, but there is also an opportunity to eliminate more points, which are assumed to be non-critical points. In general, the search positions which are close to their search centers are often more apt to be the best match as compared to the distant positions. The method presented in this subsection assumes that all search positions whose distances to their search centers are shorter than iRaster are the critical points. Therefore, these points are only removed if and only if they are redundant. On the other hand, for all search positions whose distances to their search centers are longer or equal to iRaster, a simple search position reduction scheme is applied with the expectation that the complexity of the proposed algorithm can be decreased without a dramatic drop in the quality of the compression. The basic idea of this scheme is that for each noncritical position, a merge window is defined at each position; this non-critical point looks inside the predetermined window and determines whether or not there are other search points. If there is at least one search point which belongs to another PU inside the generated window, the current non-critical point is removed as the MV cost of the non-critical point can then be close to that of the search points found in its window. In addition, the aforementioned window size can be fixed for all non-critical positions or can be adaptively changed regarding the distance between this point and its search center. There are two important properties of the window size. First, this window of the current point cannot cover other search positions generated in the same PU partition to preserve the compression quality. Secondly, additional search positions can have larger windows owing to the fact that additional points are less apt to become the best match compared to search points located near the search centers. Given this assumption, the reduction scheme for search positions in the diamond search uses an adaptive window size, with the window size configured to different values, as shown in Table 2 in Sect. 5. Figure 10 gives an illustration of the search point reduction scheme used in the diamond search phase in the proposed algorithm. There are two PU partitions examined in this example, the 2N × 2N PU and the N × 2N part-1 PU. All search positions of the 2N × 2N PU are initially generated with iRaster equal to 3. The size of the window that takes a non-critical point of the N × 2N part-1 PU as its center is a quarter of the distance between that point and its search center. The strides for the diamond search are from 1 to 4, corresponding to distances of 1, 2, 4, and 8, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10 , there is no redundant point among the two examined PUs; thus, none of the critical positions of the 
Search point reduction scheme for the raster search
When multiple PU partitions perform a raster search, because the AMVPs of those PU partitions contain fairly similar values, overlapping areas often exist among the raster search regions. It should be noted that because the distance between two adjacent positions in identical PUs in the raster search pattern is equal to iRaster, the distance between two adjacent search points that belong to different PUs is definitely shorter or equal to iRaster. Furthermore, by default, the value of iRaster is set to 5 in the HM software, meaning that in the overlapping areas, the distance between the raster search points in different PU partitions is considerably small. Therefore, these positions can be merged in order to decrease the MV cost calculation complexity. The search point reduction scheme associated with a raster search consists of four main steps, as shown in Fig. 11 . First, assuming that there are n PU partitions that enter the raster search phase, in the worst case, the maximum number of these PUs is 13. Secondly, a declaration of the non-redundant raster search point set P, which is initially set to be empty, is made in step 2. In step 3, each raster region is considered sequentially such that for every point p generated in the current region, this point is searched to determine whether it is stored in the previously examined raster regions or not. If this point is also located in such regions, it means that p is already stored in set P; thus, there is no need to store p into P again. Otherwise, P does not contain p up to this step; hence, P is summed with p. The search position reduction scheme is terminated at the point the last raster region R n is examined. In addition, despite the fact that the scheme introduced in this subsection requires sequential computations for each raster region, this process can nonetheless be pipelined with the MV cost calculation. Thus, it cannot increase the computation time for the proposed concurrent TZ search algorithm. When this scheme is applied, the coding efficiency is decreased negligibly, whereas the complexity calculated drops by 32.62%, as shown in the experimental results. 
Complexity measurement
In HEVC hardware implementation, SAD calculation becomes a bottleneck due to the large size of a CTU (64 × 64) and various PU partitions-due to the introduction of asymmetric motion partitioning (AMP). Several works have addressed the issue of SAD calculation [19] [20] [21] , and many new SAD architectures and implementations are introduced to utilize the amount of data reuse for SAD costs. Rehman et al. [19] introduced a SAD architecture using a partial product reduction scheme to add the SAD values for 4 × 4 pixel blocks. In [20] , Nalluri et al.
proposed two SAD architectures that can parallelize the SAD calculation process for 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 pixel blocks, and his architectures can support AMP block partitions up to the largest CTU (64 × 64). In [21] , a low-power SAD tree is introduced thanks to the available of the PU-level chip selection, which only enables required pixel blocks for SAD calculation in certain levels of the SAD tree. By concerning the importance of SAD calculation in real hardware implementation, a SAD-based complexity measurement is introduced in this paper in the need of evaluating the proposed algorithm and other works. In the MV cost calculation process as described in Eq. (1), the most time-consuming task is the SAD calculation, which involves the calculation of the sum of the differences of each pixel between the current PU and the reference PU, while the calculation for bitrate cost is assumed to be negligible. Therefore, the complexity spent for MV cost calculation is represented by the complexity spent for SAD calculation. Note that every PU size can be divided into multiple 4 × 4 blocks; hence, the complexity required for the SAD calculation of a 4 × 4 block is defined as one unit of complexity. For instance, the SAD calculation for an 8 × 4 PU requires two units of complexity, whereas the complexity of a 64 × 64 PU is 256 units. Owing to the fact that each PU partition is predicted separately in the original TZ search algorithm, the complexity needed for a CU is the sum of all sub-PUs; therefore, the total complexity required for the CU is calculated as follows:
where CU OriTZSCal is the complexity of the SAD calculation for a CU in the original TZ search algorithm, PU Cal is the complexity of the SAD cost calculation for a particular PU, PU CalUnit is the number of units of complexity, and N PU is the number of search positions generated for this PU, respectively. In the concurrent TZ search algorithm, it is assumed that the complexity of the SAD assignment from the largest 2 N × 2 N PU to smaller ones is negligible; thus, the complexity of the proposed algorithm only depends on the number of search positions and the size of the largest 2 N × 2 N PU:
where CU ConTZSCal is the complexity of the SAD cost calculation for a CU in the proposed concurrent TZ search algorithm, PU 2NÂ2NCalUnit is the number of units of complexity for a 2N × 2N PU, and N 2NÂ2N is the number of search positions generated for that 2N × 2N PU. The example below shows how the complexity is measured for an IME of an 8 × 8 CU in the conventional algorithm and in the proposed method. It is assumed that the number of search positions acquired for the 2N × 2N, N × 2N part-0/1, and 2N × N part-0/ 1 PUs are all N.
By substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) to Eq. (4), the total complexity of the current 8 × 8 CU in the case of the original TZ search algorithm is determined, as follows:
The experimental results show that on average, the number of actual search positions used for a CU of the concurrent TZ search algorithm only accounts for 52% of all search positions used in the same CU of the conventional TZ search algorithm. Given this result, the total complexity of the SAD calculation for an 8 × 8 PU in the concurrent TZ search algorithm is determined as follows:
In the example above, on average, the complexity of an 8 × 8 CU needed for the SAD calculation in the case of the concurrent TZ Search accounts for roughly 84% of the complexity when the same size CU undergoes fast integer motion estimation by the original TZ search algorithm.
Evaluation
The proposed concurrent TZ search algorithm is implemented into the HEVC reference software HM version 13.0, and the experimental results are compared with the original encoder in terms of the Bjøntegaard-Delta bitrate (BD-BR) and complexity, as noted in Sect. 4.1. In addition, video sequences from class A to E are examined with the low delay P configuration taken at 100 frames with various quantization parameters varying among 22, 27, 32, and 37. Table 1 shows the experimental results of the video test sequences from class A to E of the proposed TZ search algorithm. The first column illustrates the test sequences with their video resolutions. From the second to the fourth columns, the BD-BR values of the three color components Y, U, and V are calculated, whereas the fifth column shows the weighted BD-BR, which is used to evaluate the compression efficiency of the proposed algorithm and earlier works.
where BDBR Y , BDBR U , and BDBR V are the Bjøntegaard-Delta bitrate values for the three video signal components Y, U, and V, respectively. As the Y component is the most important among the three signals, it has the largest gain which is equal to 6, and the other components only have the gain values equal to 1. Those weight values (6:1:1) for Y, U, and V signals are adopted from [5] during the HEVC standardization process. The last column gives the values representing the amount of SAD calculation complexity reduction denoted by SADcal compared to that in the original algorithm. The bottom row of Table 1 shows the average values of the BD-BR and the complexity reduction of all test video sequences. As shown in Table 1 , the proposed algorithm remarkably increases the compression quality when compared to the original TZ search algorithm, with the results 1.05% better in terms of BD-BR. Furthermore, in the proposed algorithm, the motion cost is estimated at all search points for all PUs. Among these search points, many of them are shared by different PUs. Consequently, because all redundant search positions are completely removed, the complexity of the SAD calculation of the proposed algorithm is also mitigated by 19.90% as compared to the original case. One of the most important contributions of the proposed algorithm is that it enables the IME of all PU partitions at the same time, making it possible to decrement the number of search positions further if they are close to others and allowing them to be assumed as non-critical points. Table 2 shows numerous configurations of the proposed algorithm where additional complexity reduction schemes are applied to the concurrent TZ Search. In Table 2 , mode 1 is the pure proposed algorithm when an AMVP replacement method is applied, as discussed in Sect. 3, and when no search point reduction methods are applied for both the raster and diamond search. In contrast, mode 2 is configured without this AMVP replacement method in order to observe the significant impacts of AMVP on the compression quality. In mode 3, only the raster search position reduction scheme is enabled. From mode 4 to mode 7, four different window sizes are applied to illustrate how the reduction scheme during the diamond search can affect the BD-BR. Ultimately, from mode 8 to mode 11, both search point reduction techniques are used for the diamond and raster searches. It is obvious that the final four configurations substantially simplify the IME process of the proposed algorithm. However, the BD-BR also increases owing to the aforementioned trade-off. Based on the BD-BR and the complexity values in Table 2 , an appropriate configuration can be chosen for the desired hardware implementation. For instance, if the BD-BR is considered as the most important property in a hardware configuration, mode 1 is then the best choice for such a setting. By contrast, mode 8 is the one that minimizes the complexity of the proposed concurrent IME framework when nonredundant search positions are not only removed but a significant number of non-critical search points are also mitigated in the two proposed complexity reduction schemes. This results in complexity reduction of 54.54% for the MV cost calculation, where the achieved BD-BR is still considerably high, i.e., 0.84% better than in the original TZ Search. The proposed algorithm configured in mode 8 is compared with various fast IME algorithms in [9] [10] [11] and [22] . In [9] , the diamond search pattern is replaced by the rotating hexagon pattern-type 1-accompanying with an early termination process, which terminates the IME if the MV cost of a particular PU exceeds the normalized MV cost of this PU type. The normalized MV cost is specified by the size and shape of PUs, and it is derived after the first inter frame. In [10] and [11] , hexagonal and pentagon search patterns are used instead of the diamond search pattern, respectively. A simple termination criterion for the first zonal search is adopted in [10] such that the first zonal search stops whenever the stride length is greater than iRaster = 5. In [22] , they proposed a new search algorithm where two default search patterns in HEVC, i.e., diamond search and raster search patterns are not used. Instead, a descent-path search and a cross-pattern search are used to find the best IMVs. In Table 3 , the first column shows the test sequences, whereas the other columns show the performance evaluation results compared to the HM13.0 reference software in terms of the weighted BD-BR (wBDBR) and the amount of SAD calculation reduction (SAD cal ). For fair comparison, the previous works are implemented and tested using the same parameter configurations, video test sequences, and HM version as the proposed work. As shown in Table 3 , all previous works cannot achieve both the compression efficiency and the complexity reduction at the same time. Those approaches merely reduce the number of search positions by using simple search patterns and/ or early termination schemes. Consequently, it directly hurts the compression efficiency. By contrast, the proposed algorithm does not experience that compression efficiency-complexity trade-off because all PUs are searched at the same time in their summed paths, which enlarges the search point sets for each individual PU, keeping the search point set same for the whole CU. Thus, it gives more chances to find the accurate IMVs for each PU. While in this concurrent search process, only redundant points and non-critical points are removed enabling a great reduction in SAD calculation complexity without degrading the compression quality. Figure 12 gives a more general illustration to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm and earlier works. The horizontal axis represents the SAD complexity reduction, whereas the vertical axis shows the weighted BD-BR values. Each point in Fig. 12 is plotted using values from Table 3 . In terms of SAD complexity calculation, as shown in Fig. 12 , the complexity reduction capacity of [9, 10] , and [11] is very limited. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm and [22] show the similar degree of Fig. 12 Performance comparison of the proposed algorithm and previous works complexity reduction, where the average SAD cal for those works are 54.54 and 53.34%, respectively. It is worth to note that the SAD cal values from the proposed scheme are mostly concentrated on the average value of 54%, whereas those results from [22] are widely spread. In terms of compression efficiency, only the proposed algorithm shows a significant decrease in BD-BR at the average of − 0.84%. For further comparison, RD curves of [11, 22] , the original TZ Search (OriginalTZS), and the proposed algorithm in mode 8 (ConTZS_M8) are examined in Fig. 13 . In each chart, the horizontal axis shows the bitrates while the vertical axis shows the PSNR. The small chart inside a box for each test sequence illustrates the enlarged part of its corresponding chart around the RD value at QP = 27. As clearly depicted in the enlarged charts, the proposed algorithm always achieves better compression quality (lower bitrates and higher PSNR) in comparison with other works.
Conclusion
In this paper, a fast IME algorithm is designed for its implementation in hardware, as doing so enables parallel processing for the IME phase in HEVC. In addition, for all configurations of the proposed method, the compression quality is always better than that of the original TZ Search because it increases the number of search positions at every PU partition by sharing the search areas and search paths of all PUs and as a result of the strict termination condition of the refinement search such that all PUs achieve the best match positions identical to their recent search centers. Owing to the natural property of the proposed algorithm, which changes the redundancy in terms of the search positions from temporal to spatial redundancy, all redundant search positions among all PUs are easily removed. Therefore, the complexity of the proposed algorithm can be remarkably decreased. Ultimately, for future research, the proposed algorithm should be implemented in the hardware, and its efficiency should be compared with those of previous hardware implementations for IME.
